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"Thy Word is a Lamp unto . . . (Africa)."
See page 10—photo by Lamar Fretz

Challenge Versus Boredom
An
Where is the thin line between challenge and boredom?
That this is a sparkling, scintillating, exciting age of
learning, no one will deny. The god of science and the
altar of learning have just about taken over the devotion
of this generation. Things are new, then old, faster than
any period in human history.
This makes rugged going for abiding values. Caught
amid the pressures that are a part of a "jet" moving
society, stable values of the ages are faced with attacks
peculiar to the twentieth century.
Wherein lies the mission of Christianity? How can
the church successfully counter today's real enemies arrayed against it?
The strides of science: space exploration, soft landing
on the Moon, a landing on Mars after 3M months speeding
through space; how are such happenings possible? Impossible! Except for the constancy of certain absolute laws
that are without variation. They are absolutely dependable.
The accuracy with which the heavens move is a wonder
in itself.
Today's happenings merely confirm the faith of the
Psalmist. "When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy
fingers, the moon and the stars which thou hast ordained";
Psalm 8:3.
Man's going into space is a twentieth century phenomenon. What real good will result is not dist^nguishab'e
at this point. There is little indication it will lessen the
problems on earth. Could be, tensions will increase.
A devoted Christian—possessor of a living faith in a
living God—finds no cause for doubt or unbelief. Why
does the Christian church fail to capitalize on exploration
with God? Discovery of God as expressed in Christ is
primary. Herein is revealed the heart of God. Man's
twentieth century discoveries are merely tying in with the
"work of His fingers."
A renewal of vital faith, a new revelation of the love
and heart of God expressed through Christians, would
relieve much of the boredom of today's church atmosphere.
Christianity rises and falls on the strength of a personal relationship with God. If youth are not interested
and challenged by the spiritual; why not? What about
the atmosphere in which they live? What about the
church's program to which they are exposed?
Forces of evil, using a materialistic, secular, pleasure
obsessed society have two prime targets; the home and
the church. Neither can successfully counter in itself. The
church alone cannot launch a successful counter-attack.
It needs a strong rearguard, the home.
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Editorial
A home with too many options, the "take or leave it"
decisions, quite nonchalant attitudes; develops tendencies
that make it difficult for the church to be effective. Happy
and blessed is the home that, "whether I or we are going
to attend the services of the church," has never found its
way into family conversation.
After all, there are certain things we accept. Among
them: regular eating of meals, faithfully going to work,
and attendance at school. Successful living in any area
is not built on sentimental impulses. Real Christianity
lives in the category of the rugged, not the sentimental.
The glamourizing of false and sensual values is the
popular thrust of the day. In the last twenty years, the
risque, violent, and deceptive have been thrust into the
living rooms of America. This persistent brain-washing
constitutes a violent attack against Christian standards
of moral conduct, eating at the fibers of moral and
spiritual stamina.
Do existing pressures on the home affect the life and
vitality of the church? The church must be willing to take
an inward look.
The rippling, busyness appearance of the church's program too often indicates much more breadth than depth.
Competition, achievement as a goal, represents breadth.
Being—not doing is the strength of any church's ministry.
The challenge to be must outwit to do.
To be for Christ and the church has no alternative.
This is the Apostle Peter's emphasis, Epistle I, Chapter
2:9: "But ye are . . . that ye should . . . " Between, he says:
"a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nat'on,
a peculiar people." These, the church is to be.
How can depths in a church's ministry be perceived?
Is it not easier analyzed than achieved? Even the use
of the term, spiritual, is mostly relative. A great deal
depends on who uses it and where.
This question: Does not the degree of preparedness
on the part of those who present the varied ministries
of the church say something for the depth or shallowness of the church's program?
Two concerns are always present; preparation of th?
heart and of the mind. Either alone is not sufficient. Heart
preparation controls attitudes. It looks well to a personal
vertical relationship with God. Heart warmth bespeaks
a current vibrant present communion with God. Heart
warmth stimulates fellowship and expresses itself in personal interest for others.
(Continued on page twelve)
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When asked by a missionary, "Who are the meek?" a
small native girl in Jamaica answered:
"The meek are those people who reply softly when
asked a rough question."
Proverbially, it is not news when a dog bites a man;
nor is it news when a man replies roughly to a rough
question. But the world always is puzzled when it encounters a truly meek person, who does not bite back (nor
try to) when he has been bitten.
The world cannot understand the philosophy of a meek
person—the real Bible variety. Therefore such person is
laughed at, criticized, sometimes maligned, yet in some
cases secretly admired by folks who do not understand
the real meaning of meekness. Worst of all and hardest
to bear, however, is the misunderstanding of friends—those
who are not spiritually minded enough to appreciate meekness of the sort that brings blessings to its possessor.
(Matthew 5:5.)
Always unpopular with the world, meekness is often
equally unpopular with professing but carnal Christians.
Too often, it is mistaken by them for mere softness, wishywashiness, shirking of duty, or even cowardice. In the
worldly or carnal mind, meekness is never associated with
power, in a day when power and authority over others is
so erroneously held at a premium.
Therefore, to the worldly or carnal person, the idea of
a meek person's getting anywhere is only foolishness (I

trespasses; thus bringing upon himself the Father's blessing.
When grievously wronged by someone, most of us have a
tendency to worry about it because there seems to be no
help; yet this attitude, as we know, brings only added
sorrow and grief. The really meek Christian, however,
endures wrong patiently, and receives God's rich blessing
in the end.
A popular hero of our day is seldom if ever thought of
as meek. Note some of the descriptions of just a few
modern heroes of fiction. Yet it is true that a meek person
is most heroic. When he stands for the right, he is willing
to suffer for his stand. He is not concerned with what
folks say or think about him. He knows that God is with
him as long as he is in the right. Thus he possesses the
courage to rebuke sin, by word and example, wherever
and whenever he finds it—and who can deny that this calls
for genuine heroism? He will stand for his convictions
alone if need be; and such spiritual meekness gives sternness of character without harshness.
A legend has it that a certain saint who lived long ago
was so good that the angels came down to see how any
mortal man could be so godly. He went about his daily
work making others happy and doing good without being
aware that he forgave or helped. The words "gave—forgave" told the story of his life. Yet neither word ever
passed his lips; only his smile, his forbearance, his charity,
expressed these things.

Those Blessed Meek Folks
Chester Shuler
"Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth" (Matthew 5:5).
Cor. 1:18,21; 2:14). And as for a meek one inheriting
anything at all, much less "the earth"—that is quite beyond
worldly comprehension!
Meekness was once defined by a famous Christian missionary as, "That disposition which disposes one to take
injuries, insults, and slights patiently . . . the attitude of
the pupil to the teacher while receiving instruction; of the
dutiful son to the father while receiving paternal correction;
of the Christian to God when He speaks through His
Word."
But the world does not believe in taking injuries, insults,
and slights patiently; nor does the carnal Christian (Rom.
8:6,7); and, not yet possessing true meekness, a carnallyminded Christian finds to his humiliation many times that
he is anything but meek when slighted, insulted, or injured!
Meekness is not a quality of the "natural" man. It is a
quality of the heavenly, and enumerated with the fruit of
the Spirit (Gal. 5:23). Thus, we are never to associate it
with "natural" emotions, such as shyness, timidity, cowardice, but rather with spiritual qualities.
A truly meek person does not feel slighted or abused,
and this blessed condition is present because he is never
looking for "honor," praise, a prominent position, a seat at
the head of the table. He never thinks more highly of
himself than he ought to think (Rom. 12:3). His primary
concern is to be right with God and to obey Him always
(Acts 5:29).
A lamb and a dove get on well together. Meekness and
peace are boon companions. Meekness inspires forgiveness
in the heart; therefore the two are inseparable. A meek
person is able to please God by truly forgiving men their
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The angels asked God that the gift of miracles might be
given this good man also; and such permission was granted.
Would he have power to convert souls? "No," answered
he; "that is the work of the Holy Spirit." Would he
have power to heal the sick by his touch? "No; I would
rather that God would do that." What, then, did he wish?
Came the answer, "I wish that God would make it possible
for me to do a great deal of good to others without my
ever knowing it."
And so it was arranged that every time his shadow
should fall behind or on either side, so that he could not
see it, the shadow should have power to cure disease,
soothe pain, comfort sorrow. Thus, as he went from place
to place, when his shadow fell out of his sight, it caused
withered plants to grow again, fading flowers to be sweet,
gave health to pale-faced children, and joy to unhappy,
anxious mothers. But the saint himself was never aware
of the blessings that flowed from him; and the people,
respecting his humility and meekness, forgot his name and
spoke of him only as the Holy Shadow.
Today, the truly meek Christian, like this legendary
saint, is unconscious of the good which he does for others.
This being true, he does not look for reward, and perhaps
because of this very attribute, has the promise of so great
an inheritance as "the earth."
Although the meek have the scriptural promise of
inheriting the earth, they also shall inherit other things;
for it is true that one meek man wins victories which
none other can win. It is true that when a meek Christian
suffers for Jesus' sake (Matt. 5:11) without using force,
going to law or otherwise retaliating, God does take his
(3)

part. Joy and peace are his all the way. He truly "inherits"
blessings in this life: blessings which those who are not
meek can never know nor obtain.
The Bible promise is that he shall inherit the earth.
This is inherited in several ways. But let us think of it as
the earth which we know. If a wealthy father owns two
farms and wills one of them to each of his two sons, which
son will be likely to be happier—the one who enjoys the
real blessings of peace, happiness, and honest toil, or the
one that finds in his inheritance only some land on which
he must pay taxes and from which he tries to make money?
As one has so aptly said, "It is better to own no home, yet
be welcome in many homes, than to own a thousand
mansions and be welcome in none of them." The meek
Christian is equipped to enjoy real blessings, to inherit
enjoyment, contentment, and peace which pass the understanding of the one who knows naught of true meekness.
The greatest example of true meekness, is, of course,
the Lord Jesus Christ. "Take my yoke upon you, and learn
of me: for I am meek and lowly in heart," He declares
(Matt. 11:29). Throughout His earthly life in teaching
and in practice, He exemplified meekness.
In Christ's life, we find over and over again two
qualities: (1) failure to retaliate for personal injury, and
(2) quickness, courageousness, in rebuking sin and disobedience to Cod's commands. He who said, "Be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless as doves," said also, "Ye
offspring of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good
things?" (Matt. 12:34) to the Pharisees when the occasion
demanded a rebuke. In speaking such biting words, Jesus
clearly made no bid for popularity, praise, or personal
honor.
Do we seek this meekness, which is spiritual? We
cannot buy it. We cannot have it through imitation. It
cannot be earned. It is alone a gift of God—to those who
will receive it.
Have we opened our hearts fully to Christ? Has He
been given full control of our entire being, plans, possessions? Has He been invited to dwell within us permanently,
to become, in us, "the hope of glory" (Col. 1:27)? If so,
the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22,23) will take root and
grow and blossom forth, and true meekness will be present
for others to see and enjoy. But like the saint of the
legend, the truly meek Christian alone may be unconscious
of the fact that genuine meekness is his. Well did Isaac
Watts sing:
"Blest are the men of peaceful life,
Who quench the gloating coals of strife;
They shall be called the heirs of bliss,
The sons of God, the God of peace."

Head Hunters or Heart Hunters
H. W. Buckwalter
We like to count heads in our churches, and so we
preach from our heads to the heads before us—or oft-times
over their heads. But unlike the pagan head hunters we
have fewer heads to show for our theological prowess.
We fail to recognize, the vulnerable spot is the heart and
not the head. The Gospel was designed for the heart.
Soft soap sermons glance off the hard heads of our hearers.
The sword of the Spirit, the word of God, is the lethal
weapon designed for heart hunting.
GIMMICKS OR KNEES

There are all kinds of gimmicks advertised and used to
increase the attendance in Sunday School and church.
Some of these have been used to good advantage. We
must first get the children together before we can teach
them. But a big attendance is not the goal. If it is, then
(4)

we have miserably failed. Here is where knee work
(prayer) comes in and does what nothing else can do.
Never let gimmicks take the place of knees.
ORGANIZATION OR TEARS

There must be organization or we have confusion.
There is a possibility of organizing the Spirit out of church
and Sunday School. Like an automobile, we may have a
perfect machine with a high powered motor, but if there
is no gas in the tank the best we can do is to coast down
hill. So it is with our Sunday School, unless there is unction
with sacrifice, it will fall apart or die in its tracks.
ICE CREAM OR FASTING

Ice cream is good and we all like it; but we can get
along without it. When it comes to building the church or
Sunday School, is it our ambition and satisfaction, or are
we desperately in earnest about getting people through to
God? Jesus said that it takes prayer and fasting to cast
out some demons, and there are too many demons around
today that need to be cast out so that souls can enjoy the
freedom that God has designed for them.
CANDY OR COMPASSION

Candy is no substitute for compassion. James tells us
about meeting some needy folks with nice words and then
going away and letting them starve. Compassion may cost
us something. The only way to say "be warmed and fed"
is to say it with a cozy blanket in one hand and a basket
of groceries in the other, and then keep at it until the
crisis is past.
PROMOTION OR PENTECOST

We have all kinds of promotion programs in our
churches, but what we really need is Pentecost. Take any
church anywhere where they had an outpouring of the
Spirit and you will find a church that has the most successful promotion that can be desired. Lukewarm church
members get fired up and sinners are converted and
become active church workers. Nothing can substitute for
Pentecost. Jesus said, "Do men gather grapes of thorns,
or figs of thistles?" Read the whole paragraph (Matt.
7:15-20).
We will always have tares among the wheat and bad
fish with the good, thorny problems in board meetings
and thistles among the ladies, but an outpouring of the
Holy Spirit will keep from being scratched and stung.
So the paramount need today is heart preaching, heart
searching and heart breaking. This is brought by the
sword of the Spirit which gets into the marrow of the
bones and fuses new blood into our enemic churches and
apologetic preachers.
O God, give us enthusiastic preachers!
Upland, California. A veteran, retired minister.

Farming
(Continued from page five)
two of the children. I could hardly keep the tears back,
but I sobered up and when they came to me they said
they wanted to help to pick tomatoes. I showed them
where they might pick. Now there were seven of us.
Oh, I felt so happy, my eyes would fill with tears so
that I could hardly see. A big four-ton truck came and
took them to market. We got them nearly all picked. I
finished the next morning. Praise the Lord for answering
prayer!
I enjoyed it so much that I told the Lord I would like
to repeat it and have a Jubilee.
—Submitted by the BCWM's office.
Evangelical

Visitor

A Year for the Lord — Farming
Benjamin L. Musser
1876 - 1961
This account was shared a short while before Brother
Musser s passing. He farmed in Franklin County, Pennsylvania, serving for many years as deacon in the Mt. Rock
congregation.
I feel very reluctant
to give this experience,
but by request I will
share it.
In the Fall of 1940,
I felt I would like to
give a year for the
Lord. Maybe it could
be in the area of missions or most anything,
just so we could feel it
was a year given full
time to some phase of
the Lord's work.
I thought we might
engage in tent work
during the summer, attend camp-meetings, revival
meetings
and
some love-feasts in different parts of the
Brotherhood. Then in
the winter go to Florida, attend revival meetings and enjoy
the nice warm climate. I spread it before the Lord and
asked Him about it. I became very anxious to know the
Lord's will.
One day in November, 1940, the Lord spoke to me. I
was telling the Lord my plans and He said to me in a very
sweet voice, "You are not qualified for that kind of work.
You don't have the gift of singing or exhorting or praying,
but you are a good farmer. Would you farm for Me for
one year?" Immediately I said, "Yes, Lord."
One December morning I took my tractor and pulled
the little trees that were along the fences and cut the briars
to be ready when spring came.
I was afraid of the Devil. He might spoil it for me.
He is too much for any man without the Lord. I asked
the Lord for protection. The same voice spoke to me again,
"You have a good crib of corn left over from last year.
Sell that and put the money in another bank separate from
your [regular] account. Keep it there as surety against the
Devil." I did that and I felt secure. [It seems the plan was,
if there was no crop that year, he would then give the
proceeds from the previous year's crop. Thus the Devil
would still be the loser.]
One March morning, 1941, I went to the farm, about
a five-minute drive with the car. I went to burn the brush,
the little trees I pulled out and those I had cut. Everything went well till about ten o'clock. Then the wind
rose and the fire started over the field.
I worked and worked to keep the fire from going over
the field. In spite of all I could do, it kept going. I fell on
my knees and asked the Lord to quench it. But it still kept
burning. All I could do was keep it back on the one side
that it would not go over the whole field. It burned over
about four acres.
While this was going on the Devil came at me and
said, "You are mistaken; if you were supposed to farm
for the Lord He would have heard your prayers and
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quenched the fire." I had quite a struggle with the Devil,
but the good Lord so sweetly came to my help. That
same sweet voice referred me to that crib of corn, and
so I told the Devil he was too late, that I had already
made a deposit on this year's crop. He left me for a
season.
The spring birds, came. The tractor started going back
and forth through the field turning the ground over. It
seemed Heaven was witnessing: more than a dozen robins
were flying around all day, lighting on the high points of
the ground singing a joyful song.
"Oh, how happy are they
Who their Saviour obey
And have laid up their treasure above."

Well, praise the Lord!
Little did I think that old Satan was at work. All at
once the tractor stopped humming and a noise started.
Well, only a spark plug? No, the main bearing going!
Then the old Devil came again and said, "You are mistaken.
This would not have happened if it was for the Lord."
I thought for a moment and then I referred the Devil to
the crib of corn that was for security and besides that, I
will pay this expense out of my own pocket.
After I had the corn and tomatoes planted, I walked
over the field to the cherry tree, the place of prayer, and
there I knelt in prayer and dedicated the crop to the Lord
in the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost. The Lord witnessed to my soul.
Oh, I felt so happy I thought I was flying.
Harvest time came. I cut the wheat one Thursday and
on Friday I put it on shocks. About two o'clock in the
afternoon I became very tired; the sun was so hot. Then
the Devil came and said, "You are a fool by doing this;
you would not need to work like this. If you would save
all these crops and buy an apartment house and rent it
and make easy money and give that to the Lord's work."
He showed me the house I might buy. I had quite a
struggle with old Satan. I was almost exhausted but I
looked to the good Lord for help and prayed very earnestly
to Him, looking over to the cherry tree where I had made
the dedication, and the Lord again witnessed to my soul
by giving my strength back and my soul was refreshed.
Praise the Lord for victory!
I was doing a little threshing [for others; he had a rig
of his own] and when I came to thresh the Lord's crop,
it made four bushels of wheat more per load than other
places where I threshed. That was another witness to my
soul. I felt good in my soul.
One more experience . . .
When the tomatoes were ready for market, help was
hard to get; but I started to pick. I had some high school
boys the first week; but then school opened and I was
left alone. I started to pick one Monday morning and
picked all through the week till Friday noon. I was getting
very tired and I knew if I would not have help soon, tons
of tomatoes would rot.
Just a little before the one o'clock whistle blew I prayed
to the Lord. I told the Lord I had done my best and that
if He didn't send me some help these tomatoes would
spoil. I went to picking and before I had a basketful picked
I saw a young man coming over the hill. He said he had
come to help me and so we got to picking again. Before
I had another basket picked I saw another man coming.
He said the same thing. By that time I was beginning to
feel good; now there were three of us.
We got to picking again and a few minutes later I
looked up and saw four coming—a man and his wife and
(Continued on page four)
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Outreach — In Book Room Ministry
Don R. Zook
Many are pleased to open a Christian bookstore and wait
for people to come in and buy.
Is this enough?
Saturdays one can go to the bus stops in the Bulawayo
location and find thousands of people eager to accept
Christian literature. In the crowded buses while one man
reads a message, several others also read it over his
shoulder.
Go to the beer halls and you will find crowds of people
milling about. Experienced missionaries and an African
minister advised against going there, because it was beyond
the ability of the police to protect a white missionary. I
cannot say that I have never had a tract refused, but I can
say that I have always been treated with courtesy. It brings
great joy to see beer mugs down and Gospel tracts u p being read.
Bus stops and beer halls . . . But it's more Biblical to
go from house to house. The Spirit-filled church in the
Book of Acts, "daily in the temple, and in every house,
ceased not to teach and preach Jesus Christ."
We experimented: a period of prayer in the morning
and then some went to homes. The people asked the most
awkward ouestions. A missionary who had spent two full
terms in Africa said to our men, "I don't have the answer
for you now. But you come tomorrow morning and we'll
see what God's Word has to say." The missionary would
study in the evenings but by and by began to feel discouraged, feeling that maybe it wasn't worth while after
all. PerhaDS this wasn't God's way.
After four weeks of this I asked one of our men, "Do
you know of anyone who has received Christ while you
have been visiting from house to house?"

During

a

Literature/Visual Aids program, Jacob
explaining the "Every Home Crusade."

Moyo

"Oh, yes," he said, "I have the names and addresses of
ten people who have personally accepted Christ." I got
on my knees and said, "Lord, with my limited speaking
ability and awkwardness of personality, I could be in a
pastorate for a whole year in the United States without
seeing that many decisions for Christ. And in Bulawayo,
where people don't want to hear the Gospel, ten souls have
been won in four weeks."
I felt the Lord wanted me to keep that man on the
payroll a little longer.
Last week a man out of work came in and said to
Sanders, "Oh, you are here now."
"Yes, this is where I work," Sanders replied.
A few days later the same man came in bringing some
doughnuts for Sanders. Beaming, Sanders said, "This is
one of my converts."
When incidents like this come to our attention, we
remember that even the angels in heaven rejoice over such.
Bulawayo

Returned to Work in Africa
After being in the homeland for ten years—laboring for
the Lord at the Messiah Home, at Clear Creek, and in New
York city, we are now back in the work in Africa.
The Lord prospered our journey, protecting us in flight,
and now we are stationed at Macha Mission. Roy first
came here 43 years ago. Our hearts are happy and we
rejoice to have fellowship with quite a number who were
strong Christians and church members even at that time.
God has kept His hand upon them and continuing faithful
they will be numbered in the Church Triumphant.
Pray for us as we take up responsibilities at Macha
Mission and also help at the Macha Hospital. There is
much work to be done and we are happy to be able to
give service as unto the Lord.
Roy and Esther Mann, Macha
(There are 200 boarding girls at Macha—mostly school
girls—and there is always spiritual work to be done, as well
as keeping up a big station with all that implies of supplies
to be kept on hand, the water problem, fighting white
ants, etc. Page Ed.)
Right: Roy Mann speaking to General Conference members at
Mtshabezi, 1964, during the Manns' visit to Rhodesia.
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Visiting Mrs. John Sollenberger captures the attention of an audience at Wabayi Outstation, Rhodesia, teacher Ronald Mpofu interpreting.

On the Move
Returning to Rhodesia in April: the Glenn Frey family. Travelling with them, if entrance papers can be cleared: new recruits
Carl and Winifred (Herr) Knepper.
Pending clearance of papers to Rhodesia, to the Bible Institute,
Rev. and Mrs. Luke L. Keefer in July.
To arrive in New York, April 7: the Albert Harvey family.
To be released for furlough to States, May 1: Mary Heisey
and Eva Mae Peters.
Mr. Joy Christian, male nurse from Madhipura Christian Hospital, is tentatively slated to begin work in a Harrisburg hospital,
in May.
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, Laureen, Mary,
and Eric.

Heather,

At Sitezi Outstation in one of the bad drought areas, Headteacher Kallai Kumalo (son of Rev. Manhlenhle Kumalo)
serves food to one of the children.

Rain in Rhodesia

14th February
Here, after that long, long drought, we are having rain every
day and sometimes several times a day . . . I'm not sure how many
inches they have had at the various missions b u t there have
been heavy falls and dams are getting well filled. When Ginders
came to town last Tuesday morning, they said the water was
up over the bridge there at Wanezi Mission—and a few short
weeks ago the river bed was bone dry.
W e do thank the Lord for the rains which will do a tremendous
amount of good even though they are too late to help the crops
very much.
Velma Brillinger,
Bulawayo
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"Former Gang Fighter"
Martin CXMalley
Nicky Cruz used to be known as the garbage-can fighter
when he led the Mau Mau gang in the slums of Brooklyn.
He slipped a garbage can over his head before each
rumble, adjusted it so that he could peer out of a slit at
the base, then waded into the fight with a swinging
baseball bat.
The sight of blood made him wild. Other Mau Maus
regarded him as a Puerto Rican with no feelings. A Pentecostal minister said hello to him once and Nicky spat in
his face and told him to go to hell.
Recently, Nicky sat in the coffee shop of one of Toronto's better hotels and pointed to a scar on the back of
his right hand. He got it when he was jumped and stabbed
in New York by a boy he had disfigured in a knife fight.
The garbage-can fighter now is a Pentecostal minister
living in Oakland, California, with a wife and daughter.
The minister he spat on eight years ago was David
Wilkerson, an evangelist who arrived in New York with
$12.95 and now operates an extensive rehabilitation program for teen-agers.
"After I told him to go to hell he just looked at me
and said, 'Jesus Christ loves vou,'" Mr. Cruz said. "It was
the first time I had heard of Him. It was the first time I
heard those words and I tried to fight against them."
A week after the confrontation, 75 of the Mau Maus
went to a hall where Mr. Wilkerson was holding a meeting.
They intended to break it up, but before the service was
over the Mau Maus were busy taking up the collection.
The story of Nick and the Mau Maus is told in "The
Cross and the Switchblade," a book by Mr. Wilkerson. It
describes Nicky's conversion by quoting a public confession
he made a few months later:
"I was the first one at the rail. I kneeled down and said
the first prayer of my life and this was it: 'Dear God, I'm
the dirtiest sinner in New York. I don't think You want me.
If You do want me, You can have me. As bad as I was
before, I want to be that good for Jesus.'
"Later the preacher gave me a Bible and then I went
home wondering if the Holv Ghost was really inside me,
and how I would know. The first thing that happened,
when I went in my room and shut the door, I didn't feel
scared. I felt like I had company in the room—not God
or anyone like that, but the way I'd feel if my mother
came back."
Mr. Cruz, 27, was born in Puerto Rico and has 17
brothers and a sister. Most of his family lives in New York.
The Mau Mau was one of the toughest street gangs in
the city and one with barbaric initiation rites. Nicky had
been jailed 16 times in New York before his conversion.
As a minister, he conducts citv-wide crusades in U.S.
and Canadian cities and works with youth to try to reach
them before they become members of a gang.
• "In the streets the gang leader is a hero, the drug addict
is a h e r o . . . we try to make Christ a hero to them."

(*)
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Some time ago we were very
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pleased to receive a
contribution from the CC's in the U.S. and Canada for the
construction of a hostel for students in Purnea. Since that
time, the work on the hostel has been completed. We
thought the CC's might be interested in its construction
and appearance so are sending you some pictures along
with a few vital statistics.
It is a solid brick and cement structure of 20 x 30 feet
divided into two rooms of equal size. The floor is of cement
while the roof has been constructed of asbestos. We think
it should accommodate twenty students living there year
around or forty for special meetings. Since so much of
our work centers in the Purnea area, it should be of great
value to the church there both for students and for overnight guests and special retreats.
We do want to express on behalf of the church here our
appreciation of this generous gesture of the CC's, praying
that God will richly reward them for the sacrifices they
made in order to further the cause of education among
our Christian young people.
In His service,
Erma Sider

Bishop Charlie B. Byers visits the
built in the Purnea District, India.

Purnea

Hostel,

being

CC's to Serve in Summer Service Units
The CC project this year is raising $1,500 to field
units composed of young people—from your church
if possible—into areas of service within our brotherhood during the summer of 1966. New York, San
Francisco and Navajo missions have asked for teams.
If you are 15 to 22 years old and interested, write to
Rev. Walter Winger, R. R. 2, Port Colborne, Ontario.
Some time ago a friend of mine took me to a restaurant
where they must have loved darkness rather than light. I
stumbled into the dimly-lit cavern, fumbled for a chair,
and mumbled that I needed a flashlight in order to read
the menu. When the food came I ate it by faith and not
by sight. Gradually, however, I began to make out objects
a little more clearly. My host said, "Funny, isn't it, how
we get used to the dark?" "Thank you," I replied, "you
have given me a new sermon subject."
Vance Havner in Why Not Just Be Christians?
(Fleming H. Revell Company)
Evangelical

Visitor

Why Families Should Support
the Church
Alden M. Long
Many centuries ago, in the hill-country of Canaan, a
great church leader made a very exemplary declaration.
Many times I have heard these words used as a revival
text in an effort to bring people to a decision for Christ.
Certainly the exegesis of the chapter supports this usage;
but the expression has other possibilities. Joshua's words,
"as for me and my house, we will serve Jehovah," were
spoken within the context of the religious community. They
suggest a familial involvement, dedication, and resolve of
purpose within the Old Testament church. Here is the
head of a family declaring, for himself and the members
of his household, an active participation in the program
and ministries of the religious community.
The centuries have come and gone and yet these words
have a relevance to our generation. It is beyond the purpose and scope of this study to present evidences of waning,
familial support of, and participation in the programs of
the local church. The fact that someone asked me to write
this article suggests that we have this problem within the
Brethren in Christ Church. The purpose herein is to share
some positive observations on why persons and families
should support the local church program.
A brief definition as to what is meant by church support
would seem relevant. The covenant of membership presents
a partial definition: " . . . I covenant as a member of the
Brethren in Christ Church to be loyal to the Church, to
consent to instruction in her doctrine, to support and sustain
her services by my regular attendance and prayers, to
contribute to her program as the Lord prospers me, and
to foster a spirit of Christian fellowship and oneness within
the Church . . . " This covenant does not indicate individual
or family obligations are met bv attendance at the Sunday
morning services. "Her services" include mid-week fellowships, revivals, missionary conferences, business meetings,
and Sunday evening worship. While the greatest number
of Christians attend public worship only during Sunday
morning, this prevailing pattern does not make it right.
Church support involves individual and family ministries in the church and through the church. Active
families often are the direct means of attracting other
families to the church.
The social trends of American society have caused many
changes in family structure and function. We have acquired
different tastes, attitudes, and problem solving approaches.
In a sense we are brain washed by the social pressures
around us. The individualized approach to life has replaced
the family approach in some cases. These changes are
reflected in our personal life, and in our church activities.
In light of these changes I would like to share some
observations why families should support the church:
1. Family support of the church represents a Biblical
pattern. In addition to the Toshua text, we note Cornelius
as a man who "feared God with all his house." In the
account of the Philippian jailor we see the baptism of the
entire family. The character of Timothy was shaped by a
family approach in matters of the faith. The book of
Hebrews warns us about neglecting to meet for the public
worship services, "as the manner of some is."
2. -The family is the primary institution of God. In a
sense the family is the smaller, more basic unit of the ChrisMarch 14, 1966

tian Church. There exists a two-way street of mutual
benefits between these smaller units and the larger fellowship. The ministries of the church promote stronger families; spiritually healthy families create stronger churches.
Churches are effective only as the basic units of society
respond, witness, work and share in the concerns of the
Kingdom of God.
3. Family support of the church promotes the spiritual
security of the younger members of the family. Does the
church really have the child unless it also has the parents?
This question cannot be answered fully. There are exceptions to all situations. But the question does suggest a
principle. The majority of children are sooner or later
engulfed by the patterns of family living.
Having observed college students for more than a
decade, I am convinced that family patterns have a lot to
do with the student's spiritual interests, maturity, participation in and contribution to the spiritual life programs of
the college campus. Too many parents hope the institution
will do for the student that which the family has not taken
time to promote. The spiritual health of the student is
generally more apparent when the family has cultivated
the proper attitudes by a consistent example.
4. Families supnorting the church will more likelv have
the proper ethic. The family ethic should be essentially a
religious ethic. The decision, participating or not particioating in high school dances, in certain community
clubs and projects, needs to be made in the context of a
religious ethic. A close church relationship contributes to
the clarification and application of such a religious ethic.
5. The family can be a strong means of church extension. Some time asp I visited a church which displayed a
motto "Families Winning Families." This approach of a
family working with another family can be a very effective
me^ns of outreach. Sharing a meal, praver, and B^ble
studv is an encouragement to families who need Christ
or who have recently tasted of the word of eternal life.
To share the meaning of a Christian home will aid in the
establishment of another Christian home.
6. The familv should support the church because it is
jointly with the Christian congregation that believers carry
out the Christian mission. The world-wide commission
to evangelize, the relief ministries, and certain clarifications of doctrine are best performed through the corporate
group. Some of these things just cannot be done by the
family itself.
7. Future leadership for church programs is best
provided when the family and church are in close cooperation. God will accomplish His work through the peop 1 ^
who respond with a sense of mission. The greatest number
of responses to calls for service, come from strong churchrelated families. Again there are the exceptions. But if we
have spiritually healthy families creating strong churches,
future church leadership needs will be more adequately
met. When this kind of family yields its time and talents
for the local mission of the church, it will also be most
likely to yield its sons and daughters for leadership in the
extension of the Kingdom of our Lord.
As this study has developed, several summary points
have become apparent: Church relationship cannot play
second fiddle to other family concerns! A congregation is
no stronger than the quality of the families in its membership! The climate of the church of tomorrow is being
formed bv the families of today! The strength of the t>arish
must be judged by the caliber of its families! The family
needs the church and the church needs the family!
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa,

(9)

JAPAN

PROBLEMS
Where to meet is Problem No. 1, as our nucleus of
strong and responsible young women pray for help in
beginning a young people's group as a means of drawing
in other young working people. Of course our home is
open, but they say it is harder to get first-timers into a
private home. If only there were a church building!
Bigger Problem No. 2 is that even if they do get unbelieving young men to come to the youth group, there is
no Christian young man to befriend them and give testimony to faith.
Another of the Nagato girls away in Bible school has
met a Christian young man, who wants to marry her. He
will be a Lutheran worker, but how wonderful that the
Lord is planning for them!
The other day a young lady, not a Christian, dropped
by to return something for her mother. On impulse I
invited her in. Over tea and cookies we started talking.
It must have been of the Lord. She needed someone to
talk to.
She is of good family and there have been several
offers of marriage for her to her parents. But her mother
is perplexed and embarrassed because although the young
man's family keeps saying, "Please have her come," the
daughter is not willing.
As we talked together the reasons for her reluctance
became clear. She is in love with another young man or—a
fine young man whom she met while working in Kyushu
for several years after she was out of college. He is a
Catholic Christian, a descendant of those secret believers
who went underground after Xavier first preached in
Kyushu and the great wave of persecution came. Because
of his long background of faith his family encouraged him
to study for the priesthood. However, after six years of
study, I believe, he felt becoming a priest was not what
God meant for him, and he left the seminary and now has
a job as an ordinary office worker. He is still a believer
but not interested in the priesthood.
He is in love with her and she with him. His salary is
small. She is from a family of substantial means. She
knows her parents would oppose her marriage to someone
on so much lower an economic scale—not because they are
snobbish, for they are not, but because they would fear
for her.
We talked a long time about the implications of such
a marriage. I believe she is mature enough to know what
she wants. It is not economic security that weighs most
heavily with her, but the desire to have someone to whom
she can freely open her heart and who will in return open
his to her.
Her conflict is between her love for her parents and her
desire to do what they want and her love for her friend.
I encouraged her to open her heart to her mother, just as
she did to me, and to explain why these other fine offers
of marriage cannot satisfy her. Her mother is so much in
the dark that she doesn't know how to answer the families
of the young men who are asking her for her daughter for
their sons. Even though she may not be happy about her
daughter's choice, yet she would at least be relieved for
"she would understand her daughter's reluctance. The
daughter agreed to speak to her.
(10)

These are some of the complications arising in a society
where marriages are arranged by the families concerned,
yet with desire to take the feelings of the young people
into consideration. If the girl can wait long enough and
talk freely with her mother over a period of time, she will
enter into the marriage of her choice with their blessing,
although they may be somewhat reluctant to have her face
the struggle for existence which up to now she has not
had to worry about.
In these affairs we Westerners have a real opportunity
to help heal and guide, for this idea of choosing your own
partner is still new in Japanese society; and the youth find
themselves caught in conflicts of emotions and family
loyalty and old ways of doing things. Pray that she come
to faith through these contacts—and her family also.
Thelma Book, Nagato

Leaders of the congregations associated with our mission—meeting
to share ideas, problems, and fellowship in the Lord's work.
(Meaning of name in brackets, then occupation, and then congregation or congregations with which associated)
Front

Middle

Back

row:
Doyle Book
Okazaki (Hill Promontory)
Teacher of H. S. English;
Takibe
Takamura (High Village) railroad engineer; Senzaki and
Nagato
Shibata (Firewood Field) concrete block company bookkeeper; Hagi and Susa
Row:
Aburatani (Valley of Oil) tutor in English; Hagi and
Agawa
Yamane (Mountain Root) farmer; Hagi and Agawa
Yamazaki (Mountain Promontory) seamstress, Shimonoseki
Ueda (Top Field) clerk in agricultural co-op; Nagato
and Senzaki
row:
Kaneshige (Combined Layers) procurer for large power
company; Yamaguchi
Abe (Inexpensive
Portion) bank clerk; Shimonoseki
Akitemi (Autumn Riches) business manager of an agricultural H. S.; Takibe
Arita (Existing Field) art teacher in junior H. S.; Takibe
Willms
Nagai (Long Well) bookkeeper for department store,
Shimonoseki

Cover picture: Zambia Veteran Church leader—Rev. Peter Munsaka,
Sikalongo Mission shares with Bishop J. Earl Musser; "The entrance of thy Word giveth light."
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Home Missions and Extension
Miss Evalyn P. Schock,
a graduate of the Harrisburg H
ospital
School o f Nursing,
was employed at the
Yale-New Haven Hospital, New
Haven,
Conn., before going
as a VS'er to the
Navajo Mission.

Is Life
Handwoven?
Hands of strength, patience, and skill wove the strands
of native wool between the warp and along the woof of
the rug the Navajo Indian maid was creating from a design
visualized in her heart and mind.
The handspun wool was clipped from roving flocks of
snowy sheep that roam the desert and rocks of northwest
New Mexico. Stolen from sheep, the wool was washed,
dried, bleached white with native gravel, or colored black
or red with commercial dye. Then carded by hand combs
and finger spun in continuous strands of soft balls for
weaving.
It was the gift of patient skills inherited from generation
to generation that so processed the wool. And now, as I
gazed at the frame it was being transformed into the warm,
durable, practical beauty of woven Navajo art.
The words, "Take my hands, and let them move at the
impulse of Thy love," blazed into my consciousness reminding me that I too was busy at a loom, the loom of life. The
scene before me began to represent the context for my
daily living here in Navajo land. The sturdy frame was
God's basic plan for my life, the vertical warp, my experience with God, and the horizontal wool, links with my
fellowmen. These structures were basic for the weaving
of the rug, and so with life.
The colors of red, black, white, and gray, row upon
row were beaten tightly to hold the strands securely in the
unique small designs. Complete in themselves, they
emerged as a whole, a pleasing pattern.
What are the colored strands that I would weave into
daily activity?
The white that gave relief to the bold design of the rug,
is symbolic of prayer. As the wool was whitened and
brightened by a cleansing and purifying process, so is
prayer in life. Prayer, to me, is the necessary self discipline
and communication with God that keeps Him central in
my life and permits me to discover His will, and then make
the necessary adjustments in my thoughts, feelings, and
acts, so as to be infused with His strength.
The black employed as border and used to compass
the smaller designs of the rug, pointedly reminded me of
work that cannot be divorced from anything worthy of
accomplishment. Work often is more perspiration than
inspiration, although the "reward of work is the privilege
of doing it." The Master commanded His servants, "Go,
work today."
The red that so brilliantly appeared at the center of the
individual designs suggested the love of God. This I enMarch 14, 1966

deavor to live, tell, and share as God uses me as a channel
of His blessing to others. Should not love be the hallmark
of the Christian, and is it not for this that the world is
dying? "Love is of God."
"What better way to love my neighbor than to heal
him," said the strands of gray formed from the blending
of the black and the, white, work and prayer. Gray is the
most frequently found color in the rug; the most frequently
evidenced part of the design I daily weave. This healing
extends from childhood's helplessness, through woman's
grief and bearing, to man's burdened toil that famishes the
soul and breaks the body. The Great Physician teaches me
by example "to heal the brokenhearted, and set at liberty
them that are bruised."
So, I was reminded of my purpose for day by day living
and the importance of employing my hands at the impulse
of His love for His service and glory. From my heart came
the prayer, "Dear Lord, take up the tangled strands where
I have wrought in vain; that by the skill of Thy dear hands,
some beauty may remain."
NAVAJO MISSION
Statement of Income
Fourth Q u a r t e r - 1 9 6 5
INCOME—General
Medical—In Patient
Medical—Out Patient
Medical—Special Services
Contributions
Donated Services
Donated Supplies & Equipment
State Grants—Food Commodities
Tuition
Board Allowances (Staff)
Board Allowances (Vehicles)
Gas Sales
Interest
Bequest—V. O. Whitmer Estate
Notes P a y a b l e - M W E L F

$2,997.91
2,321.22
1,021.90
9,181.06
998.00
3,204.77
414.92
147.70
1,374.90
300.00
96.01
19.23

$22,077.62

$6,957.63
2,000.00

$ 8,957.63

TOTAL RECEIPTS
GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE
Staff Allowances
Medical Supplies
Travel Expenses
Food Supplies
Housekeeping
Institutional Help
Telephone
School Supplies
Heat & Light _
Building Maintenance
Transportation
Insurance
Dues & Subscriptions
Office (inc. Nav. News)
Taxes & Licenses
Interest
To Chapel Bldg. Bd.
Christmas Expenses ...
Miscellaneous
H. S. Student Bd.
Farm Expense
Evangelism

EXPENSES
$1,440.00
2,423.09
(174.78 cr.)
4,032.38
566.67
189.22
400.81
657.33
655.74
1,304.76
1,246.59
270.00
79.50
725.21
46.02
31.12
50.00
176.35
21.95
(42.00 cr.)
740.49
24.16
$14,864.61

Transfer to Special Funds
Buildings & Equipment Capitalized
Payment oi t Loans
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET

LOSS

$31,035.25

$3,476.86
4,379.65
8,500.00

$16,356.51
.$31,221.12
._$ 185.87

"The Board for Home Missions and Extension is, indeed,
grateful to God for your loyal financial support enabling
our board to meet their budgeted receipts for 1965."
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spoke you knew he meant what he said, and the young
ministers who worked under him learned to listen to his
counsel and advice.' During this time and until he became
editor of the paper he engaged in evangelistic work also."

Editorial
Bishop Henry Davidson, the first editor of the "Evangelical Visitor," was one of the outstanding leaders of the
Brethren in Christ Church in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Beginning with this column of "Today's
Yesterday," we present in several installments a brief
biography of Bishop Davidson, as prepared by Fannie
Davidson and. printed in the "Evangelical Visitor, Fiftieth
Anniversary, 1887-1937" under the title, "Our First Editor."
—Feature Editor.
"In our day of automobiles, trains and aeroplanes,
enabling us to get from place to place with the utmost of
speed, of comfortable homes with every modern convenience money can buy, and with our United States settled in every livable part, we know nothing of pioneering.
In our day we take all these things for granted and do not
comprehend the great sacrifices our foreparents made, the
hardships they endured, and the lives lost in the battle to
make things just as they are for us today. Our comfortable
farm homes with well-cleared and tillable soil, our cities
and smaller towns, our churches, our mission-stations both
home and foreign, our Bible training schools and our
church papers had their beginning in the days of our
fathers or grandfathers. And it is from this pioneer standpoint we wish to tell you the life story of Bishop Henry
Davidson, the first editor of the Evangelical Visitor.
"Bishop Davidson lived at a time when the cry seemed
to be 'Go, West, young man!', and he answered this cry
three times in his busy and useful career. He moved with
the Brethren in Christ Church, answering the call for a
preacher to preach the Gospel, helping to establish
churches, or in accordance to the wishes of the church as
to the place where the Evangelical Visitor should be
published.
"Bishop Davidson was born in Westmoreland County,
Pennsylvania, April 15, 1823, and he lived the life of a
farmer boy until about twelve years of age when he was
employed in a store in Brownsville, Pennsylvania. His
education in a schoolroom was very limited, but as a
daughter said, 'Father was a great reader and because of
that seemed to be a better educated man than he really
was.' That can be said of a great many men of his time.
It is thought that for a short time he taught school, but
this is not definitely known. He was married at the age of
twenty-one and at twenty-three was ordained to the ministry.
"The exact time of his moving to Ohio is not known,
but he must have been between twenty-five and thirty, as
he was the father of five children at the time. It is said
that while being moved across the Ohio on a ferry a colt
kicked him unconscious. His wife was, of course, frightened
and said, We're going right back to Pennsylvania.' Am
wondering if answering the pioneer call was not the harder
for the wife and mother who dreaded leaving the stable
and known for the untried and unknown. Needless to say
they went on, but the mother lived in the new state only a
couple of years, dying while her children were still small.
Bishop Davidson married again and eight more children
were added to the family. He lived in Summit and Wayne
County, Ohio, around twenty-five years, and it was here
he was ordained a Bishop. One who knew him at this
time says, 'He was a man of few words, but when he
(12)

(Continued from page two)
But then, heart warmth is not enough. All ministries
of the church must contain constructive thinking. Organization of thought requires study. The church can never
hold thinking people with a thoughtless ministry. Teachers
and preachers who do not search, bringing forth from
the divine treasury "things both new and old," will have
a dissipating ministry and the church will suffer.
Another question: With the exception of the Sunday
morning service (usually fairly well planned) is there not
the sense of the absence of planning? Are not many
Sunday evening and mid-week services rather slovenly
conducted, depending on momentary inspiration to get
by? Or, are they not so given to routine that the week
by week monotony finally takes its toll in falling attendance?
Is it good strategy to direct criticism against people
who succumb to other interests on Sunday evening and
mid-week? Should there not rather be, a piercing, within
analysis. Maybe mediocrity or below in church program
and planning are real factors in the reason for diminishing church interest.
Again the question: Where is the thin line between
challenge and boredom? Admittedly, it follows a wavering,
weaving line.
The heart unaffected by the grace of God finds no
challenge in the area of the spiritual. Here, the boundary
is within the individual. There may be a sense of respect,
but there is no motivation within.
What about youth; those vibrant teenage years? Converted early in life and then subjected to the tossing,
seemingly irresponsible period of being a teenager; who
holds the key to their future? Here, the line separating
boredom and challenge is not only personal, its course
includes the home and unmistakably finds its way into
the church.
Adults more readily accept certain deficiencies in
church life. Up and coming youth find it difficult. If
interest and attendance at services is a continuing discipline experience, without doubt, such a church and its
program is on the way out. The will to endure finally
wears thin, then through.
This reminder: an effective Christian ministry can
never be an easy one. There are no exceptions. Individuals, the home, and the church are in the world, have
a ministry to the world, but receive their inspiration and
purpose for living from "above." The statement: ".. . the
whole world lieth in wickedness," graphically accounts
for the world's prevailing atmosphere.
Within the human heart and mind is potential motivation. The church and the home are at their best when
challenge to be for God graces the lives of youth and
adults.
J.N.H.

During the revival meetings, I really felt the Holy Spirit
coming into my heart. I had become weak in faith, but as
I prayed each time before the meetings, t h e Lord searched
my heart and showed me my weakness. The revival brought
me closer to God.
—Reuben Dube, Wanezi
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MESSIAH

COLLEGE

Ministers Conference
Dr. Norman Paulin of Eastern Baptist
Seminary gave inspiring messages which
challenged the ministers spiritually as well
as showing them basic techniques of sermon
preparation. Dr. Orville Walters was very
helpful in the field of pastoral counselling.
Reverend Peter Pascoe gave an excellent introduction to the pre-marital counselling program which is being used in the Buffalo
area. A total of 116 ministers were registered.
The American Association of Evangelical
students regional conference was held on
campus Friday, February 18 and 19. The
theme was CHRISTIAN
UNITY IN A
D I V I D E D W O R L D . Representative colleges
in the northeastern area sent delegates to the
convention. Some of the speakers included
Dr. D. Ray Heisey from the College and Dr.
C. N. Hostetter representing the NAE. Other
speakers represented the committee on Christian work among international students and
the American Counsel of Christian Churches
and a representative from the Roman Catholic Church.
Dr. Peter Viereck, professor of European
and Russian History at Mt. Holyoke College,
lectured on "Soviet Students, Poets and Intellectuals Today." The lecture was sponsored
by the Division of Language, Literature and
Fine Arts and is part of the division emphasis
on an understanding of contemporary Russian
fine arts.
The NAE schedules its regional conference
at Messiah College for March 21 and 22.
This convention is always a highlight for
ministers and evangelicals in the area of
making the gospel relevant to the needs of
today.
March 29th, the Mennonite choir will present a program in the College chapel at 7:30.
Touring Choir
The touring choir of Messiah College plans
for twenty-six engagements during the spring
season. This includes seven week-end tours
plus the extended spring vacation tour.
The choir includes forty students led by
Mr. Ronald Sider, Director of the Department of Music at Messiah College. They were
featured in a Christmas TV program over
two of the local stations. They will also be
making appearances at various events in the
college schedule.
March 6
Bellevue Park Brethren in Christ
Church, Harrisburg, Pa.
March 18 Church of Christ, Mill Hall, Pa.
March 19 Falls View Brethren in Christ
Church, Niagara Falls, Ontario
March 20 . Brethren in Christ Church, Sherkston, Ontario
March 20 Brethren in Christ Church, Clarence Center, New York
March 21 Brethren in Christ Church, Collingwood, Ontario
March 22 Brethren in Christ Church, Toronto, Ontario
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minoring strongly in political science. According to present plans, he will join the
faculty at the beginning of the second semester of the 1966-67 academic year.
Benjamin W. Myers, Instructor in Biology.
Mr. Myers, who holds his baccalaureate degree from Messiah College, currently is pursuing a graduate program in biology at
Kansas State Teachers College.

March 2.3 Brethren in Christ Church, Wainfleet, Ontario
March 24 Evangelical
United
Brethren
Church, Beavertown, Pa.
March 25 Upper Dauphin, Millersburg and
Halifax High Schools
March 25 E v a n g e l i c a l
Congregational
Church, Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
March 27 Mingo Church of the Brethren,
Royersford, Pa.
April 10 Brethren in Christ Church, Grantham, Pa.
April 17 Montgomery Brethren i n Christ
Church, Greencastle, Pa.
April 17 Brethren in Christ Church, Waynesboro, Pa.
April 24 Calvary
Independent
Church,
Harrisburg, Pa.
Music Department Produces Record
Professor Ronald Sider, head of the Music
Department announces that a new LP record
will be released in time for the spring Choral
Tour. The record carries the theme of praise
and consists of anthems, hymns, and Negro
spirituals done by the Choral Society. In addition to the choral numbers, the record will
also feature smaller music groups including
male and ladies quartettes and Choral octette.
Falcons Continue Winning Ways
The varsity basketball team completes a
banner season with twelve wins and two
defeats. Key men in the winning season are
hard driving play maker Bill Williams from
New Jersey; big John Spurrier (6'5") from
northern Pennsylvania, who controlled the
backboard; Steve Koepp, a sophomore from
southern California, as forward; Glenn Treece,
forward from Johnstown, and Jim Hostetter
from Pennsylvania. The team built a lot of
school enthuasism and spectator support as
they demonstrated fast break, precision plays,
and scoring ability. Interest in next year's
team is already running high with the recruiting of several star ball handlers in the
incoming freshman class.
New Faculty Appointments
The President's Office announces the appointment of the following faculty members
for 1966-67:
Robert P. Barrett, Instructor in Physics and
Mathematics. Mr. Barrett holds his baccalaureate degree from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and his M.S. in Engineering
degree from the University of Washington.
He currently is teaching secondary physics
in the D e n y Township School System at
Hershey, Pa.
Elizabeth Hunsberger, Instructor in Physical
Education. Miss Hunsberger currently is completing her B.S. in Education degree at
Goshen College. She will proceed to graduate
work in physical education this coming
summer.
Berwin H. Hainley, Instructor in Sociology.
Mr. Hainley, who holds his baccalaureate degree from Messiah College, currently is pursuing a graduate program at the University
of Maryland. He is majoring in sociology and

Platform Arts Spring Tour
A team of six drama students will be visiting churches in the Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania area during the spring
recess. Their presentation is entitled CHRIST
IN T H E C O N C R E T E CITY by PhJlip
Turner. This play was presented by the Platform Arts Team several years ago and was
very well received.
The Platform Arts advisor is Dr. D. Ray
Heisey, Professor of Speech at Messiah College. The acting director for the cast will
be John Ebersole.
NIAGARA

CHRISTIAN

COLLEGE

When the United States weather bureau
exported its surplus snow load to fall on the
Niagara Peninsula in late January the N. C. C.
community made something of a record by
holding not only its first Sunday morning
worship service at the school, but the only
Sunday morning service for miles around.
Faculty families ploughed, Indian fashion,
through 3-foot snow drifts to join resident
staff and week-end students in a meaningful,
though impromptu service in the college
chapel.
Repetition
weather-wise,
the
following
week-end, called for an irregular class schedule on Monday with less than half the
students in attendance. Classes were back to
normal by Tuesday. Our public schools of the
area remained snow-bound for three days.
N. C. C. reversed an earlier decision regarding equipment and added a snow-blower to
its 19b5 lawn-mower tractor.
A public speaking contest held by the
Fort Erie Lions' Club awarded Carol Riegle,
Grade XIII, first place in the girls' competition. Carol spoke on the subject of Faith.
Larry Bearss participated in the boys' competition and spoke on the subject " T h e W a r
in Viet Nam."
The school choir gave its first programme
of the winter term at the Grimsby Baptist
Church, February 20th. A spring tour to Ohio
is contemplated.
The Niagara Choral Society, under, Mr.
C. S. Lady's direction is preparing to present
Handel's "Israel in Egypt" in Niagara Falls,
March 29th.
The Principal of N. C. C. was invited
to an Ontario Conference of the Mennonite
Church held to decide the future of Rockway Mennonite School at Kitchener. R. M. S.
is a similar school to N. C. C. and has been
going through some difficult times with • regard to the general church support of the
school, which rings familiar notes to anvone
connected for any time with our own school
and its history. It is good to report that t h e
Mennonite Church has voted to continue its
sponsoring and support of its church high
school.
W e are grateful to a group of ladies from
the Port Colborne church congregation who
have responded to an appeal from our Dean
of girls, Miss Rhoda Winger, and have spent
several days since Christmas redecorating
third floor of the girls' dormitory.
N. C. C. feels deeply the loss of a board
member, a friend and a parent of one staff
member in the sudden death of Mr. Arthur
Winger of Stevensville. Mr. Winger's wholehearted interest and his support of the school
has been appreciated and will be greatly
missed.
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CHURCH NEWS
ALLEGHENY C O N F E R E N C E
Big Valley congregation, Pa., featured Mr.
Edwin Moyo, African student at Geneva College and Professor Steven Gordeuk, Jr., Pennsylvania State University, on Crusaders Day,
February 6.
Pastor John Schock, Hollowell congregation,
Pa., conducted morning devotions over radio
station WAYZ Waynesboro, February 14-18.
Rev. Franklin Miller, Youth for Christ Area
Director, presented the work of YFC through
the film "The Tom Bennett Story" in the fellowship hour, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania,
Sunday evening, February 6. He also brought
the evening message.
Woodbury congregation, Pa., held a Peace
Conference the weekend of February 27 with
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., guest speaker.
Missionaries Glenn and Beth Frey gave an
inspirational presentation of mission work in
Africa, Sunday evening, February 6 at Mt.
Rock, Pennsylvania.
The lone survivor of an airplane crash at
Dry Run, Pennsylvania, in 1963, gave her
testimony of how the Lord used this tragedy
as a means to her conversion and witnesses
to divine healing of injuries received.
The "Gospel Heralds," a group of Christian singers, presented a very interesting program of gospel singing at Locust Grove,
Pennsylvania, Sunday evening, February 20.
Once each month a group from the congregation sing for the guests of the York County
Home.
Bishop Charlie Byers officiated in the ordination service for Brother Glenn Schwartz,
Sunday, December 19. Brother and Sister
Schwartz were then consecrated as missionaries in the same service. James Melhorn,
a 1-W to Africa, also gave his farewell
message.
N.F.S.
Christ's Crusaders Day at Martinsburg, Pa.,
is scheduled for March 27. YFC leader, Harrisburg area, Mr. Jay Harris will serve as
guest speaker.
CANADIAN C O N F E R E N C E
Christ's Crusaders, Rosebank congregation,
Ontario, presented a filmstrip on Leighton
Ford Crusades, Sunday evening, January 30.
This was publicity to add interest to the
Leighton Ford Crusade to be held in Kitchener, April 24-May 8.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Smee, Clinton, Oklahoma, presented an account of their world
trip by slides and a display of articles, Tuesday evening, February 1. The same week,
February 4, Rev. Don Shafer and Rev. Walter
Winger promoted Sunday School work by
talks on "Teach and Train." Surrounding
Brethren in Christ congregations joined for
this seminar. Sunday evening, February 13,
following a sermon on baptism by Pastor
James Sider, eleven received the rite of water
baptism.
Stayner congregation, Ontario, reports a
church filled to capacity for their New Year's
Eve program. Rev. Robert Rolston was guest
speaker. The Ambassadors Quartet from Gait
provided special music. Rev. and Mrs. Ray
Smee, Clinton, Oklahoma, gave a picture and
word account of their world tour, Thursday
evening, January 28. Rev. Donald Shafer and
Rev. Walter Winger conducted a Christian
Education Seminar, enlightening and challenging to all, Saturday evening, February 5.
Jean
Swalm
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REVIVAL SERVICES
Ralph Palmer at Fordwich, Ontario, February 21-March 7; Abraham Becker at Chestnut
Grove, Ohio, March 20-27; Lane Hostetter
at Mt. Pleasant, Pa., March 16-27, Martinsburg, Pa., April 17-24; Wilbur Benner at
Bertie, Stevensville, Ontario, February 27-

March 6.

SkM4
BOYER—Jennifer Sue, born January 22,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Boyer (Eunice
L a d y ) , Lancaster congregation, Pennsylvania.
CARLSON-—Kurt Marcus, born January 26,
1966, to Rev. and Mrs. J. Bert Carlson, Erie,
Pennsylvania. Grandparents, Rev. and Mrs.
Carl Carlson, Chicago.
CREAMER—Kathrena Elaine, born October
12, 1965, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Creamer
(Joyce
Sutherby),
Leonard
congregation,
Michigan.
CUSTER—Kevin LeRoy, born February 17,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Custer, Hollowell congregation, Pennsylvania.
GROVE—Bonita Lee, bom August 31, 1935,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Grove ( F e m e
Crider), Leonard congregation, Michigan.
SHOOP—Dennis Ray, born January 12, 1966,
to Mr. and Mrs. David Shoop, Chambersburg
congregation, Pennsylvania.
SNYDER—Brenda Christine, born October 5,
1965, to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Snyder, Cedar
Grove congregation, Mifflintown, Pa..
WERT—Sandra Louise, born June 4, 1965,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sherle Wert, Cedar Grove
congregation, Mifflintown, Pennsylvania.
WHITSEL—Lisa Dawn, born February 15,
1966, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Whitsel, Cedar
Springs congregation, Mill Hall, Pa.
ZIMMERMAN—Marvin Eugene, born July 30,
1965, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Zimmerman,
Cedar Grove congregation, Mifflintown, Pa.

HEISEY-ALLISON—Miss Betty Ann Allison,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Allison,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, became the bride of
Mr. Warren B. Heisey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren B. Heisey, Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania,
February 19, 1966. The ceremony was performed in the First Baptist Church, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, Pastor Joseph R. Faith and Rev.
B. E. Thuma officiating.
PETERS-ROBB—Miss Barbara Elaine Robb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Robb,
Mackeyville, Pennsylvania, and Mr. Ray Oliver
Peters, son of Mr. and Mrs. Casper Peters,
Mill Hall, Pennsylvania, were united in marriage, December 4, 1965. The ceremony was
performed in the Cedar Springs Church, Pastor Richard L. Long officiating.
SOLLENBERGER-ORRIS—Miss Mary Ann Orris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Orris,
Chimbersburg,
Pennsylvania,
became
the
bride of Mr. Nicholas SoUenberger, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn SoUenberger, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, January 28, 1966. The
ceremony was performed in the Chambersburg Brethren in Christ Church, Rev. Paul
W. McBeth officiating.

Odctmftfei
MILLER—Clifford L. Miller, 63 years, passed
away suddenly at the Lock Haven Hospital,
Pennsylvania, January 30, 1966. Death resulted from a cerebral hemorrhage suffered
the previous day. He was a faithful and active
Vnember of the Cedar Springs congregation.
Active in both Sunday school and church,
he was present for the Annual Congregational Council a few days prior to his passing.
In addition to church life he was active
in community affairs, farm programs, and was
a school director for 23 years. He was a life
long resident of Clinton County. He and his
wife, the former Mable Calhoun Maurer celebrated their 40th anniversary, September
1965.
Also surviving are three sons and one
daughter: Allan C , Bellefonte; Lowell F . ;
Gerald O.; and Mrs. Lewis Whitsel, all of
Mill Hall; eleven grandchildren, one brother
and seven sisters.
Funeral services were conducted in the
Cedar Springs Brethren in Christ Church,
Pastor Richard L. Long officiating. Interment
was in the Cedar Hill Cemetery.
WENGER—Rhoda
Wingert
Wenger,
79
years, wife of former Bishop E. H. Wenger,
departed this life, January 25, 1966, at home
in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania.
Sister Wenger was a life long member
of the Brethren in Christ Church. In former
years she was active in Sunday school work.
Over the past 25 years she was an effective
and faithful co-worker with her husband in
his various official positions in the Church.
Her presence in services and her testimony
will be greatly missed. Her faithfulness and
devotion to God continue as a challenge to
all who remain.
In addition to her husband she is survived by three sons; Monroe E. and Gerald
L., Mechanicsburg; and Earl C , New Jersey;
one daughter, Miss Geraldine M. Wenger,
Mechanicsburg; nine grandchildren, and two
sisters; Mrs. Susan Rife, Mechanicsburg; and
Mrs. Frances SoUenberger, Chambersburg.
Funeral services were held in the Brethren
in Christ Church, Mechanicsburg,
Pastor
Simon Lehman, Jr., and Bishop Charlie B.
Byers officiating.
Interment was in the
Mechanicsburg Cemetery.
WHITE—Mrs. Barbara S. White, Harrisburg, Pa., was b o m November 17, 1891,
passed away February 2 1 , 1966. A former
resident of Mt. Joy she lived at the Messiah
Home for the past three months.
Mrs. White's second husband, Elmer G.
White, died in 1952. Her first husband, John
O. Brubaker passed away in 1918. Surviving
are two sons; Rev. Arthur H. Brubaker,
Allisonia, Virginia, and Paul H. Brubaker,
Elizabethtown; a daughter, Mrs. Paul Emenheiser, Lancaster; thirteen grandchildren, nine
great-grandchildren, and one sister.
Funeral services were held at the Mt.
Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church, Rev.
Graybill Wolgemuth and Pastor J. Earl Martin, Jr., officiating. Interment was in the adjoining cemetery.
URBAN—William J. Urban, Ronks, Pennsylvania, was b o m April 10, 1883, passed away
February 13, 1966. He was a member of the
Lancaster congregation for many years.
Surviving are 12 sons and daughters, 43
grandchildren, and 27 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held from the Groff
Funeral Home, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. A
son-in-law, Rev. Paul Rambler officiated. Interment was in the Willow Street Mennonite
Cemetery.

Evangelical Visitor

An Open Discussion

Attend Shastri Cremation

We Stood Where
They Stood

Is It Either or Both?

In economics an illustration used goes
something like this: a nation has the
ability to produce two products in its
economy, guns and butter. Assuming
that the economy operates at capacity,
it is possible to produce both butter and
guns. Depending on the condition of
the country, more butter may be needed
or more guns.
However if operation is at capacity, it
cannot have more butter without giving
up some guns or vice-versa. If the country is willing to give up some butter it
can have some guns; if it is willing to
give up more butter it can have more
guns. The point is, an economic unit
operating at capacity must decide what
things are most important to its existence. If its security is threatened, one
kind of product is needed. If no threat
exists, consumer products are produced.
Memories of World War II make this
clear. Civilian goods (butter) were in
short supply, it was necessary to produce war goods (guns) to defend the
nation.
Few will argue that the above reasoning does not make sense. However, it
may seem sacrilegious to apply such
thinking to church life and activity. But
is it not true; numerous needs within the
church make necessary a choice of
which one or how many we can support.
We do support all activities approved
by the General Conference. But, do we
not find ourselves subtracting from one
to give to another, based on the effectiveness of appeal. And when the implementing of another activity is proposed, the funds to support such an
additional project must rob some other
activity. The only exception, if the increase in giving is sufficient to cover the
new activity.
The. Brethren in Christ Church is an
organization which operates a number
of institutions. A quick perusal of the
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most recent issue of the General Conference Minutes shows the church to be
supporting two major mission centers
in the United States, two children's
homes, two schools (a secondary and
a college), a foreign missions program
of major proportions, a home for the
aged and many other related programs
for which administrative time and funds
are needed. These are items which show
in the General Conference Minutes.
What about the camp grounds and the
extension programs which are operated
by the regional conferences? These add
to the Church's many activities.
These lines are not to find fault with
what has been done in the past. One is
certain that these things were planned
under the inspiration of God. However,
all of us are aware that in God's providence, changes do occur and past decisions cannot continue to suffice for an
age moving as rapidly as ours.
The question: Can we support satisfactorily our many institutions and agencies to the degree that they can be
assured a vital and healthy existence
for the perpetuation of the Lord's work?
Might it be better to consider combining
some of our activities. Or, consider a
wider and more vital ministry by combining our efforts in certain areas with
those of another denomination? Presently, we do this in peace and relief
work and in seminary work, why not
expand such possibilities?
Specifically, can the Brethren in Christ
Church afford the luxury of operating
a college when over half of the students
from the Church are attending other
institutions of higher education? These
questions can be ignored or they can
be answered. Does anyone feel strongly
enough to write his opinion?
Provide your reply in a letter to the
Editor, or A College Professor, Box 8,
Nappanee, Indiana.

Leoda

Buckwalter

Allen and I pushed our way through
masses of people towards the sound
coming from the loud speakers. The
place was the cremation site on the
banks of the holy river, Jumna; the time,
mid-morning on a cold, wintry day in
Delhi, and the occasion, the final rites
for our late Prime Minister, Lai Bahadur
Shastri. Thousands of sober-faced citizens of India pressed forward with only
one intent—to witness the funeral rites
for this leader whom we have learned
to love in such a short time. Mingling
with the crowds, we were scarcely
noticed, despite our fair skins. Was it
the Kashmiri hat which my husband
wore, or maybe my Punjabi garb? No
matter! We were one of the crowd, and
our hearts beat with those around us as
we stood where they stood!
Pandits chanted the Hindu mantras,
preparing the masses of sandal wood
and vegetable fat for that final moment
when the funeral pyre would be lit.
Military guards stood at attention. Heads
of governments from all over the world
paid homage to this little man who in
one final, desperate attempt for peace,
signed an important agreement with our
neighboring nation, and then quietly
breathed his last.
Yes, there were plenty of great men
there. But it wasn't the great men who
claimed my attention. It was our neighbors, pressing us on every side. The village woman who gave me a lovely smile
and then asked the man in front of me
to please step back so that I could see
better . . . the simple sharing of joys
and sorrows along that route of march
. . . the impression of countless thousands, and yet each one a person! Can
I share it with you? This great land of
India with its vast appeal to the human
heart, and yet its infinite need? Looking
out over those grieving half-a-million
people from our vantage point on an
embankment, I raised my heart in
thanksgiving to the Lord Jesus Christ
that we have a message of hope and
eternal Life which is going out daily
over the air-waves to every part of this
great land.
New Delhi
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Large, Colorful Display of Quilts
To Be Auctioned At Relief Sale
Two hundred colorful, handmade quilts and
a variety of other donated goods will be
auctioned at a unique sale at Morgantown,
Penna., April 16.
The tenth annual sale sponsored by the
Tri-County Relief Committee will raise funds
to feed hungry people in needy areas around
the world, 'the net profit from the proceeds
of the sale are given to a Lancaster County
based relief and service agency, the Mennonite Central Committee. In 1965 over
$20,000 was raised for this cause.
Contributions for the sale come not only
from Mennonites but from individuals belonging to various denominations. Clothing,
appliances, books, flowers, canned goods,
farm and garden implements, and many other
useful and interesting articles are donated
to the sale each year. And large quantities
of Pennsylvania Dutch foods are prepared for
the sale's food booths. Pony rides are popular
with the children at the day-long sale.
The feature which attracts most attention,
however, is the quilt sale. Last year 183
quilts were auctioned at an average price of
$55. Buyers came from New York, Delaware,
and New Jersey, as well as from Pennsylvania.
Teachers Taking Some Precautions
After Nigerian Revolution
Ben Doerksen of Coaldale, Alberta, serving
under the Teachers Abroad Program in Nigeria, attended the Nigerian equivalent of a
youth retreat during December. Nearly 200
students from various parts of northern
Nigeria came.
"It is quite an experience," reported Doerksen, ' t o sleep with Nigerians and eat their
food for a week. Their food consists mainly
of starches. It lacks the protein we consider
so essential. A glass of water is necessary
to wash down the pepper. Does it ever burn!
The Nigerians enjoy watching us eat it. It
was wonderful to share our Christian experience with those who so desperately need
help and in most cases long for it."
Nigeria is in the midst of a political crisis.
Its government is determined to wipe out
regionalism and tribalism. Although Nigeria
is now a military state, the Doerksens write
that all seems quiet. They are taking some
precautions, however. They have asked that
their mail, henceforth be addressed to Nigeria
instead of "Northern Nigeria." They have
curtailed their travel, and they listen regularly
to the radio "stand by" from the Sudan
United Mission headquarters, the organization
under which they . are teaching.
Volunteers Buy Books For
Kentucky School Libraries
Four MCC volunteer nurses at the McDowell, Kentucky, hospital recently purchased 1,500 schoolbooks at a second fund
store for $12.00. They contributed half of
this amount from their own allowances. The
books will be donated to two schools in the
area.
The local hospital generously loaned its
truck to transport the textbooks, and with
the help of Sue Dameron, a community resident who supplied the other $6.00 needed
to buy the books, the merchandise was hauled
out of the bookshop. Customers watched in
such disbelief at the number of books being
carried out that they forgot to offer their
help.
With the aid of a few school children, the
books—which include English, mathematics,
spelling, classics, children's stories and many
other topics—are being repaired and a label
bearing the caption "In The Name Of Christ"
is being affixed to each.
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50,000 Japanese New Testaments Sold
"Initial response to the new Japanese New
Testament has been utterly overwhelming,"
says Ken McVety, Word of Life Press director
and TEAM missionary in Japan. Advance
orders swallowed up the first 25,000 copies
before they were received from the bindery
and the second 25,000 copies were sold within
60 days after their receipt. A new order for
50,000 copies has been placed with the
printers.
This revised Japanese New Testament is the
work of 40 Japanese scholars sponsored jointly
by the Lockman Foundation and the Japan
Bible Publishers, a subsidiary of Word of Life
Press, Tokyo. Though the new translation is
written in contemporary Japanese which is
readily understood by the modern reader, it
reflects the highest accomplishments in up-todate scholarship.
Friends of E W A Hear Call
To 'Highest Philosophy'
The Creeks said, "know thyself"; the Romans said, "control thyself"; the Christians
say "give thyself." But the highest philosophy
of all says, "Deny Thyself."
So spoke Dr. Ted W. Engstrom, executive
vice president of World Vision, at the 8th
annual banquet of the Evangelical Welfare
Agency, the only state-licensed, Protestant
adoption agency west of Chicago.
Gathered in the Disneyland Hotel, California, for dinner were 650 friends of the
Agency. Several adoptive parents, including
Dr. Dwight L. Carlson, brother to his martyr
brother Paul buried in the Congo, held their
adopted babies while speaking of the worth
of the missionary vision of the agency which
accepts babies of unwed mothers and places
them in homes of Christian parents.
Adrin C. Sylling, EWA's executive director,
said the banquet was the largest in the eightyear history of the Whittier-based agency.
Dr. Blake Says Viet Nam Victory
Would Bring 'Racial Stigma'
A warning that "whatever victory" the
U. S. may achieve in Viet Nam "will have
a racial stigma" was issued here by Dr. Eugene Carson Blake, noted United Presbyterian
leader who has been named general secretary
of the World Council of Churches.
Taking part in a discussion following a
report on international affairs—and particularly the Viet Nam situation—at the WCC's
Central Committee meeting, Dr. Blake declared that "basically the more successful the
U. S. policy seeking victory in Viet Nam,
the greater will be the disaster in the long
run."
He stressed that the complexities of the
conflict involve not only ideology but questions on race and poverty and said that the
fact that the U. S. is a largely white nation
using its power in an Asian nation "gives the
impression that we who are white have a
different attitude towards killing people who
are darker."
President Johnson: 'Prayer Helps
Decide War Issues'
At the 14th annual prayer breakfast in
Washington D. C , Feb. 17, of the International Christian Leadership, President Lyndon Johnson told the 2,000 distinguished
guests; "I have been driven to my knees
many times by the overwhelming conviction

that I had nowhere else to go. My own
wisdom and that of all about me seem insufficient (to make decisions on the Viet
IN am w a r ) . "
Kvangeiist Billy Graham also spoke, backing the president in his Viet Nam policies.
The evangelist said threatening statements
and Chinas acquisition of the atomic bomb
indicate "we are on a collision c o u r s e . . .
something is about to give . . . ."
W. C. Jones, Los Angeles industrialist, was
host again this year. T h e event drew a turnaway crowd to the Shoreham Hotel. It was
attended by representatives of official and
private life—leaders of the nation, diplomats,
and a large delegation from Congress.
A separate women's breakfast was held in
a nearby ballroom and Mr. Johnson spoke
there too.
Church Tax-Exemption
Upheld In Maryland
Keal estate tax exemption for churches and
synagogues does not violate the U. S. or
Maryland Constitutions, but is a recognition
of die contributions to t h e general public
welfare made by the religious institutions, the
State Court of Appeals declared at Annapolis.
The court ruled in a case originally brought
by Madalyn Murray of Baltimore, a professed
atheist. She had initiated the Maryland litigation resulting in the 1963 Supreme Court
ban against mandatory prayer and Bible reading in public schools.
In December, 1964, the tax exemption case
was dismissed by Circuit Court Judge Wilson
K. Barnes. Plaintiffs had 30 days to appeal
to the Maryland Court of Appeals.
The state's highest court now has ruled in
favor of the tax exemption, saying that while
this benefitted religious organizations, the exemption was not in violation of church-state
separation.
Anglican School Refuses To
Admit African Boy
A Negro churchwarden, J. - S. Thomas,
failed again at Capetown, S. Africa, in an
attempt to have one of his three children
accepted at an Anglican Church school.
His last try came less than two months
after the Synod of the Anglican Archdiocese
of Capetown unanimously approved a resolution calling on all Anglican schools in South
Africa not to exclude non-white pupils for
racial reasons.
Mr. Thomas, who is himself a schoolmaster,
sought to have his son, Neil, enrolled at St.
George's grammar school for boys. However,
the majority of the school council rejected
his application on the ground that funds
for the schools came from white parents and
that to admit a native African would be contrary to community customs and the trend
of legislation ( i n racial matters).
NCC, Lutheran, Mennonite Agencies
Form 'Viet Nam Christian Service'
Three Christian relief
agencies—Church
World Service of the National Council of
Churches, Lutheran World Relief and the
Mennonite Central Committee—have formed
"Viet Nam Christian Service" to aid refugees
and other needy in the war-torn country.
Administration of the program which will
have a first year budget of $300,000, will be
by the Mennonite committee, which has
spearheaded Viet Nam relief work since 1954.
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